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The planet is presently undergoing dramatic changes caused by human activities. We
are living in the era of the Anthropocene, where our activities directly affect all living
organisms on Earth. Insects constitute a major part of the world’s biodiversity and
currently, we see dwindling insect biomass but also outbreaks of certain populations.
Most insects rely on chemical communication to locate food, mates, and suitable
oviposition sites, but also to avoid enemies and detrimental microbes. Emissions of,
e.g., CO2 , NOx , and ozone can all affect the chemical communication channel, as can
a rising temperature. Here, we present a review of the present state of the art in the
context of anthropogenic impact on insect chemical communication. We concentrate
on present knowledge regarding fruit flies, mosquitoes, moths, and bark beetles, as
well as presenting our views on future developments and needs in this emerging
field of research. We include insights from chemical, physiological, ethological, and
ecological directions and we briefly present a new international research project, the
Max Planck Centre for Next Generation Insect Chemical Ecology (nGICE), launched to
further increase our understanding of the impact of human activities on insect olfaction
and chemical communication.
Keywords: insect, pollutants, ozone, nitric oxides, global warming

INTRODUCTION
Insects comprise a significant part of the world’s biodiversity while affecting human life and health
in both positive and negative directions. Human activities, at the same time, have been shown
to have a strong detrimental effect on many insect populations [Seibold et al., 2019, but see also
Crossley et al. (2020) and van Klink et al. (2020), which both found significant human effects
to be either limited to terrestrial insect communities or to be absent]. As insects are, to a very
large extent, odour-driven creatures, it is of critical importance to investigate how their olfactorydriven behaviours will be affected by the challenges imposed in the Anthropocene era. Climatic
changes and atmospheric pollution have already begun to affect natural environmental odours, and
concomitantly insect odour-mediated behaviours associated with the utilisation of their essential
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resources. Such altered insect behaviour may change ecological
interactions, alter biodiversity, and hence have significant effects
on natural communities. The abilities of insects, together with
their microbiomes, to spread geographically and adapt to new
niches are likewise affected by ongoing global, regional, and
local changes. Additionally, in an era in which sustainable
development is a necessity, altered insect behaviour presents
new challenges (and opportunities) for agriculture and forestry,
affecting crop protection and ecosystem services, as well as for
human health as a result of vector-transmitted diseases, including
malaria, dengue, and hundreds of arbovirus-induced encephalitic
illnesses worldwide. Each of these aspects are dependent on
insect olfaction, and therefore sensitive to variations in the
natural odour space.
In the coming decades, we will face rising temperatures
with risk for increasing frequency of weather extremes, e.g.,
droughts, fires, and floods, as well as increasing levels of ambient
CO2 and pollutants, including ozone and nitric oxides (NOx ).
Recent findings suggest that pollutants interfere with insects on
different levels (Figure 1). They can, e.g., oxidise odours emitted
from plants, and in doing so, can drastically reduce effective
pollination (Fuentes et al., 2013; Farre-Armengol et al., 2016;
Cook et al., 2020). Intraspecific insect communication via sex
and aggregation pheromones are also affected by air pollutants,
potentially diminishing insect reproductive success, as well as
impacting on the ability of natural enemies to locate their prey
[reviewed in McFrederick et al. (2008)]. Moreover, ozone directly
affects the production and emission of volatiles from plants
through oxidative stress, both qualitatively and quantitatively,
in combination with other stressors, both biotic and abiotic
(e.g., warm temperatures and drought) (Blande et al., 2014).
Rising temperatures also have direct effects on both chemical and
physiological processes involved in chemical communication.
However, the extent of the effects of all of these Anthropogenic
factors on odour landscapes and their detection by insects
remains to a large degree elusive.
Since 2020, a German-Swedish collaboration in the form
of a Max Planck Center (nGICE) between the Max Planck
Institute for Chemical Ecology in Jena, Lund University, and
the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences in Alnarp,
focuses on elucidating the effects of the above-mentioned factors
on insect chemical communication using mosquitoes, fruit
flies, bark beetles, and moths as model organisms. Here, we
aim to review the present state-of-the-art in this quite young
field of research.

FIGURE 1 | Potential effects of pollutants like ozone and nitric oxides on plant
and insects. Pollutants can cause direct oxidative physiological stress in
plants and insects and can degrade volatiles involved in plant-insect and
insect-insect communication. (Figure courtesy of Diego Galagovsky;
Sci-flies.com.)

spikes as high as 120 ppbV during summertime ozone events
(Fiore et al., 2002; Vingarzan, 2004). Both, NOx and ozone
are highly reactive oxidants that can react with the carboncarbon double bonds commonly found in volatiles emitted from
food sources (Atkinson and Arey, 2003; Baker et al., 2004)
and pheromones (Arndt, 1995). As these volatiles differ in
their chemical structures, and thus react differently from each
other with a given oxidant, oxidant pollution leads to both
decreases in some key compounds and changes in the relative
concentrations of individual compounds in a blend (McFrederick
et al., 2008; Lusebrink et al., 2015; Farre-Armengol et al., 2016).
Moreover, when oxidants react with a volatile, these induce a
series of reactions that can lead to the production of secondary
compounds. Secondary compounds may themselves be longlived volatiles, many of which are compounds that share little
similarity to the parent volatiles, e.g., formaldehyde, acetone, and
carbon monoxide (Lee et al., 2006; McFrederick et al., 2008). As
blend composition has been shown to be crucial both in foraging
insects (Bruce et al., 2005) and in insects following pheromone
plumes (Linn and Roelofs, 1985; Linn et al., 1987), selective
oxidation by pollutants may potentially affect both insect feeding,
mating, and oviposition behaviour.
Apart from the increase of atmospheric pollutants, global
warming is perhaps the most noticeable characteristic of
the Anthropocene. As discussed for atmospheric pollutants,
increasing temperature could have severe effects on blend
composition and, hence, on odour-guided behaviour in insects:
the amount of each compound in the blend is a function
of its volatility. With increasing temperature, highly volatile
compounds might evaporate faster than those of low volatility,
resulting in a novel blend with which the insect has not
evolved. While the effects of pollutants on flower location (FarreArmengol et al., 2016; Cook et al., 2020) and mating (Arndt,
1995) have been investigated, the effect of temperature on insect
olfactory-driven behaviour are less well-studied, and have until
recently, mainly focussed on temperature-related behavioural
changes of males following pheromone plumes (see below).

THE CHEMISTRY
Following the industrial revolution—apart from increasing
levels of CO2 —there has been a dramatic increase in the
tropospheric load of atmospheric pollutants, including the
oxidant species nitric oxides (NOx ) and ozone (Olivier et al.,
1998; Hauglustaine and Brasseur, 2001). Ozone, for example, has
increased from approximately 10 ppbV or less in preindustrial
times (Hauglustaine and Brasseur, 2001) to current averages
in North America of 20–45 ppbV (Vingarzan, 2004), with
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channels, normally consisting of two types of transmembrane
proteins forming a heteromeric tetramer complex consisting of
a conserved co-receptor (Orco) subunit and a highly divergent
OR subunit that contains the odorant-binding site and confers
chemical sensitivity to the heteromeric receptor complex (Sato
et al., 2008; Wicher et al., 2008). Most insect species express one
Orco and a distinct complement of tuning ORs (Missbach et al.,
2014), ranging from four in the damselfly (Ioannidis et al., 2017)
to more than 350 in some ant species (McKenzie et al., 2016).
Determining the structure of ORs has for many years been
the “Holy Grail” in the chemosensory field. Lack of structural
information about ORs has limited our mechanistic insight into
the function of ORs at the molecular level. With recent advances
in methods to investigate structure and function of membranebound proteins, such as chemoreceptors, using synchrotron light,
this limitation is beginning to ease. The recent advances in
structural biology have led to the structural determination of
more than 200 transmembrane proteins since 2010 (Erlandson
et al., 2018). Most of these structures have been determined using
canonical X-ray crystallography following protein purification
and stabilisation. Rapid method development within cryoEM has dramatically increased the number and the quality
of membrane protein structures generated, and consequently,
improved the deductive power generated by the structural data.
The only two structures of an OR protein involved in the insect
olfactory transduction chain have been determined using cryoEM. In the first case, the homo-tetramer structure of Orco from
the parasitic fig wasp Apocrypta bakeri was determined at 3.5 Å
resolution, giving the first insight into the structure-function
of this receptor family (Butterwick et al., 2018). In the second
case, the native homo-tetramer structure of the odorant receptor
MhOR5 from the jumping bristletail Machilis hrabei, a basal
insect group that lacks Orco, was determined at 3.5 Å resolution
(Del Marmol et al., 2021). This recent breakthrough on OR and
Orco structure function relations may be the starting point for the
next generation of studies of insect ORs, allowing for comparative
studies of ORs from different species, either in their non-ligated
form, or in complex with their specific odorants, giving structural
insights into OR specificity and how this is gained structurally
and chemically by different ORs.
The structural information obtained for ORs can be utilised to
address the specificity and sensitivity of ORs for both deepening
our understanding of how odorants interact with insect ORs,
as well as to discover and design novel ligands that either
can be used to study insect behaviour in response to specific
odorants, or used in biotechnological applications. Why could
this knowledge be relevant to understand the human impact
on insect olfaction? As mentioned above, oxidant pollutants can
degrade, e.g., flower volatiles (Farre-Armengol et al., 2016; Cook
et al., 2020), and by that change those odour ligands, which
insects, since evolutionary times, use to locate and identify their
nectar sources since evolutionary times. A better understanding
of OR-ligand interactions will, hence, tell us whether an oxidised
ligand still will activate the same set of olfactory sensory receptor
neurons or not. The OR structures can be determined in complex
with identified oxidised and non-oxidised ligands, in order to
thoroughly describe the receptor-ligand interactions, and to

HOW DOES EXPOSURE TO INCREASED
LEVELS OF CO2 , NOX , OZONE, AND
INCREASED TEMPERATURES AFFECT
CHEMOSENSORY GENE FAMILY
EXPRESSION?
Human-derived emissions of pollutants into the atmosphere,
as well as altered temperatures might not only affect insect
behaviour by changing the odour profiles of food or oviposition
sites, but also function via direct effects on the insect’s olfactory
system. Electroantennogram experiments with bumblebees,
as well as parasitoid wasps revealed changes in sensitivity
after ozone exposure to a number of synthetic compounds
(Vanderplanck et al., 2021). While it has been shown for plants
(Sharma and Davis, 1994) and insects (Deska, 2020) that ozone
and other oxidants induce the expression of stress-related genes,
and by that the production of antioxidants, the direct effects
of pollutants on genes expressed in the insect olfactory system
are not well-understood. The same holds true for the effects of
increasing temperature. Like pollutants, increased temperatures
can induce the expression of stress-related genes in insects
(Chen et al., 2019), which may have direct effects on the
olfactory system. However, most insects have developed speciesspecific temperature preferences that match the temperature
range to which they are physiologically best adapted. As a result,
global warming could open up new habitats for heat-tolerant
species, while relatives that prefer lower temperatures might
disappear locally.
To better understand potential effects at the molecular level
of olfaction, future studies should target antennal transcriptomes
of insects exposed or reared under various ecologically relevant
CO2 , NOx, and ozone levels with a focus on target genes in the
antennae, e.g., odorant receptors (OR), gustatory receptors (GR;
which include the CO2 receptors), and ionotropic receptors (IR),
as well as odorant binding proteins (OBP). New techniques, such
as the Nanostring nCounter method (Nanostring Technologies
Inc., Washington, United States), which represents a robust,
sensitive, and highly accurate assay that enables high-throughput
analysis to profile gene expression levels (Ammeux et al.,
2016), might allow a good overview regarding which genes
become differentially expressed when the insect is facing
pollution or heat stress.

NEXT GENERATION STUDIES OF
OLFACTORY RECEPTORS
Insect olfactory systems have evolved to allow insects to detect
and discriminate amongst an enormous variety of odorants.
Different insect species have converged on a common strategy
in which odorant identity is detected through combinations of
different families of olfactory receptors.
Odorant receptors are the primary olfactory receptors
involved in resource discrimination by insects, i.e., their ability
to assess the quality of a suitable resource by the odours
emitted. Insect ORs form a unique class of odorant-gated ion
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one factor (Bello-Medina et al., 2019; Morris et al., 2021). The
consequences are dramatic and lead to an impaired development
of the nervous system, which, in turn, leads to brain injury and
neurodegeneration during adult life. Similar mechanisms may
also occur in the insect brain. Hence, investigating the effects
of anthropogenic pollutants on the neuronal circuitry of the
insect brain, with regard to anatomical and functional features of
individual olfactory neurons to determine the consequences for
their survival and reproduction, is highly relevant and timely as
these behaviours depend heavily on olfaction.

identify ORs that are affected by anthropogenic conditions and
to identify “hot-spots”–if any–in the ligand binding domains
of the ORs that are correlated with anthropogenic conditions.
This could potentially allow us to predict how severe the
anthropogenic effects on a given insect species might become.

DO ANTHROPOGENIC POLLUTANTS
HAVE AN IMPACT ON OLFACTORY
NEURONS IN THE BRAIN?
What is known regarding the effects of human-derived
pollutants, such as ozone, NOx , and CO2 , on the neuronal
circuitry of the insect brain? As mentioned above, a recent study
in bumblebees (Bombus terrestris) and fig wasps (Blastophaga
psenes) showed that chronic exposure (i.e., 60–180 min) of these
insects to ozone significantly affected their antennal responses
to odours present in floral scents (Vanderplanck et al., 2021),
suggesting that ozone exposure has a direct impact on the
olfactory neural circuitry. Interestingly, the observed effects
were odour- and concentration-dependent in a manner that
antennal responses to some odours, such as linalool oxides,
were not impaired by ozone exposure. Furthermore, the species
studied were affected differently. This finding indicates that ozone
pollution alters odour detection in different ways and that distinct
molecular and/or neuronal mechanisms might account for the
effects resulting in certain species, not surprisingly, being more
vulnerable to pollutants than others.
In addition to odour detection, effects of pollutants on
olfactory learning and memory abilities have been analysed
in honeybees (Leonard et al., 2019). Honeybees exposed
to ozone and traffic-related air pollution displayed strongly
reduced olfactory learning performances and memory formation
following appetitive conditioning, while mortality was not
affected. These findings suggest that the odour recognition
process, which enables an animal to locate, identify and
discriminate an odour source, is directly impaired by humanderived emissions of pollutants.
Whether the olfactory circuits in the brain are impacted
by exposure to pollutants is so far unknown and can only be
speculated upon. We already know that the olfactory system
of insects can adapt to altered environmental conditions, such
as increased levels of CO2 , and can exhibit activity-dependent
plasticity (Devaud et al., 2001; Berdnik et al., 2006; Sachse et al.,
2007). Hence, it seems plausible that olfactory neurons may be
affected by the exposure to other anthropogenic factors. While
the underlying mechanisms remain elusive for the insect brain,
several studies have elucidated the consequences of exposure
to air pollution in the brain of mammals (Bello-Medina et al.,
2019; Morris et al., 2021). Studies in mice and rats have
revealed that the cellular mechanisms in neurons and glia cells
exhibit strong and long-term perturbations following exposure
to diverse pollutants during early development (Morris et al.,
2021). The crucial mechanisms that have been identified can
be broadly categorised into an imbalance of neurotransmitter
release, which is linked to neuroinflammation, and oxidative
stress, which causes the loss of synaptic plasticity, to name
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PLANT-INSECT INTERACTIONS
Effects on Pollination
As mentioned above, we are currently facing a dramatic decline in
insect biomass (Hallmann et al., 2017; Seibold et al., 2019), which
is thought to depend both on habitat loss and the increased use of
pesticides, which in turn, might have severe effects on plants that
rely on insect pollinators. However, recent studies have revealed
that, in the Anthropocene, plants can suffer from decreased
pollination service, even when insects are present. Whether a
plant is pollinated depends heavily on the area in which the
plant grows, as plants in urban areas are less well-pollinated
compared to similar plants in other landscapes (Bennett et al.,
2020). Such anthropogenic effects also exist over short distances.
When wildflower meadows are provided along streets, pollinating
insects avoid the flowers close to the street, while already 5–
7 m away from the traffic, many more insects are observed
(Phillips et al., 2021). Not only do insect numbers decline due to
anthropogenic factors, but the remaining insects are hampered in
their odour-guided behaviour close to human activities.
Pollination and floral location for nectar feeding are essential
to the life cycles of many insects. Oxidative pollutants in the
environment can change floral odour plumes and affect their
behaviour, resulting in decreased energetic feeding habits and
pollination efficiency. We recently showed that increased levels of
ozone can change the composition of a floral plume and disrupt
the innate attraction of naïve tobacco hawkmoths Manduca
sexta to the odour of one of their most preferred flowers,
that of tobacco, Nicotiana alata. The gas chromatographic–mass
spectrometric (GC-MS) analysis of ozone-exposed and nonexposed flower odours revealed that some components from
the original flower blend were strongly reduced, or almost
absent, after ozone exposure, while novel components were
identified in the ozone-exposed flower emissions (Cook et al.,
2020). Ozone has also been shown to degrade the floral scent
of Brassica nigra resulting in reduced pollination by bumble
bees (Farre-Armengol et al., 2016). Chemical analysis of the
B. nigra floral odour revealed that plant-produced volatiles,
e.g., monoterpenes, anisaldehyde, phenol, and p-cymene, were
reduced, while breakdown products, e.g., benzaldehyde, were
slightly increased, as the distance from the ozonated flowers
increased. At 4.5 m distance, foraging bumblebees were no longer
attracted to the Brassica flowers. Pollutants, other than ozone
and NOx , are also implicated in reducing ecosystem services
during the Anthropocene. Riffell et al. (2014) showed that moths
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for some species they may act as attractants and stimulants
(Steinbauer et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2020). The insect response
and valence of the compounds depend on their identity and
concentration present in individual plants (Bruce et al., 2005).
Rising temperatures, as well as increasing ozone and CO2 levels, can change plant phytochemistry and affect the profiles
of both primary and secondary metabolites. Thus, these abiotic
factors can affect the nutritional value of plants and, by this,
influence insect oviposition and feeding patterns of the emerging
larvae (Zavala et al., 2017; Hamann et al., 2021), with, e.g.,
leaf beetle larvae facing higher mortality when growing on
Eucalyptus plants, which were exposed to increased levels of
CO2 (Lawler et al., 1996). Furthermore, such factors can affect
the production of constitutive and induced defence compounds
within the plant by changing the allocation of resources between
the different biosynthetic pathways (Jamieson et al., 2017; Zavala
et al., 2017). This can have direct consequences for the insects,
as well as their associated microbial communities, which are
crucial for the success of many insect species. Altered emission
of volatile compounds can influence the perceived suitability
of the plant as a source of food and shelter by affecting
herbivore-host plant attraction, as well as the efficacy of natural
enemies of the herbivore (Bruce et al., 2005). Understanding the
anthropogenic effects on plant cues and oviposition behaviours is
important, as these factors can have direct effects on the future
production of agricultural and silvicultural products, as well as
on human health.
Conifer-feeding bark beetles (Coleoptera, Curculionidae,
Scolytinae) are keystone species of forest ecosystems,
contributing to the decomposition of dead wood and nutrient
recycling. At high population levels, however, some species have
the ability to attack and kill trees in large areas of healthy forest
(Edmonds and Eglitis, 1989; Raffa et al., 2016). Beetles attack
trees and, after mating, the females oviposit under the bark and
the emerging larvae develop, well-protected, while feeding on
the phloem of the tree and on specific symbiotic ophiostomatoid
fungi deposited by the ovipositing female. These fungi are
believed to provide nutrients to bark beetle offspring, promoting
their successful development (Kandasamy et al., 2021). Shortrange laboratory bioassays have shown that females of the
Eurasian spruce bark beetle Ips typographus are more attracted
to a mixture of the male-produced aggregation pheromone and
fungal volatiles compared to the pheromone alone (Kandasamy
et al., 2021). Hence, in the natural environment, successful
establishment of fungi inside the male-constructed mating
galleries in the tree, may influence the females’ choice of
mates as well as oviposition sites, because the females excavate
a tunnel for oviposition, extending from this gallery after
mating has taken place (Kandasamy et al., 2019; Kandasamy
et al., 2021). Evidence is accumulating that the success of bark
beetles, to a significant extent, is attributed to their association
with these fungi, including species in the genera Grosmannia,
Endoconidiophora, and Ophiostoma (Kandasamy et al., 2016).
Apart from contributing to beetle nutrition as described above,
these fungi metabolise host tree defence chemicals, and may
also accelerate tree death (Horntvedt et al., 1983; Kandasamy
et al., 2016; Kandasamy et al., 2019; Kandasamy et al., 2021).

had difficulties in locating flowers against a background of carrelated pollutants, e.g., toluene and xylene, as these activate
a similar subset of olfactory sensory neurons as the original
floral odour and, therefore, impair the ability of the moth to
discriminate among flowers at the neuronal level. These results
call for more studies on other insects, to determine whether these
are generalisable effects.
There is, however, some light at the end of the tunnel. While
the above-mentioned hawkmoths were not attracted by ozonated
flower odours, moths were attracted to visually conspicuous
flowers emitting the ozonated odour blend. When moths were
allowed to nectar feed on these flowers, they associated the
changed odour blend with the reward, and subsequently followed
odour plumes regardless of ozonation. Although pollutants might
reduce the innate olfactory attraction of pollinators, insects that
search for flowers do not always rely on olfaction alone, but
also use other modalities such as vision, and can thus be able to
find their host plants. To properly understand the mechanisms
underlying how plant-insect interactions might be affected by
anthropogenic pollutants, we need to first assess the different
levels at which these pollutants could interfere.
1. Oxidative stress responses of plants after exposure to, e.g.,
ozone, could result in changed emissions of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs).
2. Ozone could chemically react with these VOCs, i.e., further
change the odour blend that the insect experiences.
3. Whether the insect is affected by these changes depends on
how narrowly tuned its olfactory system is to the blends of
its host plants.
4. Insects might cope with these changes by exhibiting
adaptive behaviours, e.g., learning.
However, regardless where pollutants would interfere with
pollinator-plant interactions, they could potentially result in
global reduction in pollination. As 80% of our food crops are
dependent on active insect pollination (Klein et al., 2007), further
investigations are needed.

Effects on Oviposition Site Seeking and
Selection
The anthropogenic effect on plant-insect interactions might
not be restricted to pollination and nectar feeding. Females of
M. sexta oviposit on the plants from which these moths also
nectar-feed (Smith et al., 2018). Pollutants could thus, apart from
interrupting pollination, lead to a changed oviposition preference
in this and other species. Oviposition decisions are often crucial
for progeny performance and survival, and the location and
selection of egg-laying sites by gravid insects rely strongly on
plant cues emanating from suitable local environments. For
herbivorous insects, plant secondary metabolites, volatile as well
as non-volatile, are important for host-plant identification and
assessment of plant quality during oviposition. The plants may
produce these secondary compounds constitutively or these can
be induced by biotic and/or abiotic stressors. These compounds
are considered to be plant defence compounds, which in general
function as repellents and deterrents (Bohinc et al., 2012), but
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the host plants under increased CO2 -levels (Robinson et al.,
2012; Hamann et al., 2021). However, there are few studies
on preference and especially oviposition decisions in which
both the plant and the insect have been reared under elevated
CO2 -levels in the laboratory followed by a bioassay performed
under the same conditions as those of rearing (Hamann et al.,
2021). Thus, there is a need for more studies investigating
the effect on oviposition under conditions that resemble future
climate conditions.
Spodoptera moths can potentially provide important
knowledge about how climate change affects oviposition
decisions under elevated CO2 -levels. Several of these species
are range-expanding or invasive and are forecasted to further
increase their range due to climate change. A striking example
here is the recent expansion of the Fall armyworm, Spodoptera
frugiperda (Zacarias, 2020). Anthropogenic-driven changes
are expected to have a large impact on host plant choice in
these species, and thus on their potential as devastating crop
pests. Studies on oviposition in Spodoptera littoralis have shown
that this species has an innate preference hierarchy among
potential host plants that can be modified through experience
by both intra- and trans-generational plasticity (Thoming et al.,
2013; Proffit et al., 2015; Rosvik et al., 2020). Differences in
plant-derived olfactory secondary metabolites are important
for plant identification, assessment of plant quality (Zakir et al.,
2013; Conchou et al., 2017), and for the experience-based
plasticity (Lhomme et al., 2018). Therefore, S. littoralis, provides
an excellent model species to investigate how increased CO2 levels may affect host plant preference and decisions during
oviposition. In addition to increased CO2 -levels, other factors
of the climate change, e.g., the variation in nutrient levels and
rainfall, can also affect plant suitability and hence the array of
leaves of different age and quality available to insects (Gleadow
et al., 1998; Gherlenda et al., 2016).
Oviposition-site selection by mosquitoes can be directly
influenced by the presence of plants and their associated volatiles
in conjunction with aquatic habitats (Wondwosen et al., 2016;
Wondwosen et al., 2017; Wondwosen et al., 2018). While
mosquitoes are not generally considered herbivores, both larvae
and adults feed on plant-derived and plant-associated food
sources, e.g., pollen (Ye-Ebiyo et al., 2000; Asmare et al., 2017)
and microbes, as well as nectar (Foster, 1995), respectively. As
with other insects, plant-associated volatiles can indicate the
suitability of the oviposition site as a larval habitat (Wondwosen
et al., 2016; Wondwosen et al., 2017; Wondwosen et al., 2018).
Alterations in the perception of the volatile profiles at these
potential oviposition sites with rising CO2 -levels may indirectly
change the context of the plant-derived cues, as has been
previously demonstrated with host odours (Majeed et al., 2014).
Increasing ozone-levels also have the potential to directly change
the composition of plant-derived volatile emissions through
selective oxidation. While mosquitoes can tolerate a degree of
variation in the composition of plant volatiles associated with
oviposition sites, there are limits, outside of which these blends
lose their attraction (Wondwosen et al., 2021). By altering the
oviposition odour landscape of the mosquito in response to these
anthropogenic factors, we risk creating a much less predictable

The distribution of the fungi varies over time and through
space, which is thought to be due to different climatic needs and
temperature optima for growth, as well as local adaptations to
phloem moisture levels and tree chemistry (Solheim, 1991; Six
and Bentz, 2007; Giordano et al., 2013; Kandasamy et al., 2016).
Increasing temperatures and more frequent severe weather
events, such as drought or heavy precipitation, will affect all of
these factors. In addition, temperature and host tree chemistry,
such as resistance markers, also have direct effects on the beetles,
including their development and chemosensory-mediated host
choice (e.g., Schiebe et al., 2012). One can therefore expect that
the increasing temperatures in the Anthropocene will affect the
beetle-fungal-tree interaction, with effects being dependent on
the climatic zone. In turn, this may impose additional challenges
for pest control; for instance if more virulent fungi (such as
Endoconidiophora polonica and Grosmannia penicillata; Krokene
and Solheim, 1998; Zhao et al., 2019) are favoured by the new
climatic conditions, the chances that trees will survive an attack
may become reduced. Also, an altered fungal community may
impose novel selection pressures on the bark beetles, and local
adaptations to new fungal communities may evolve.
The different bark beetle-associated fungi release different
volatile blends. In addition to increasing short-range attraction
to the aggregation pheromone in females, laboratory bioassays
have shown that I. typographus prefers a volatile mixture of
host- and fungal compounds from several (but not all) of its
fungal associates over host volatiles alone, and the beetle also uses
olfaction to discriminate among the different fungi (Kandasamy
et al., 2019; Kandasamy et al., 2021; Tanin et al., 2021). Hence,
olfactory cues are likely crucial for maintaining the symbiotic
relationship across beetle generations (Kandasamy et al., 2019;
Kandasamy et al., 2021). Thus, in addition to the expected effects
of increasing temperatures on fungal communities and hence
fungal “semiochemical diversity,” elevated levels of atmospheric
pollutants (e.g., ozone) may have consequences for the symbiosis,
including the selection of feeding and oviposition sites. For
instance, increased ozone concentration may have direct negative
effects on fungal growth and survival, degrade the fungal volatiles
that may change beetle preferences (Blande et al., 2010; Blande
et al., 2014), and/or affect the beetle olfactory system directly.
Pollutants, together with rising temperatures, are thus likely to
change the interactions among beetles, fungi, and trees, with
unknown evolutionary, ecological, and economic outcomes.
Apart from its effect on the nutritional value of plants
(Zavala et al., 2017; Hamann et al., 2021), an increased CO2 level can affect the production of constitutive and induced
defence compounds within the plant by changing the allocation
of resources between different biosynthetic pathways (Jamieson
et al., 2017; Zavala et al., 2017). Numerous studies in
herbivorous insects, with emphasis on lepidopteran species, show
how increased CO2 -levels affect insect performance (Hamann
et al., 2021). For example, increased CO2 -levels can affect
the performance of different moth species (Barbehenn et al.,
2004; Li et al., 2017). While it is still unclear whether the
effects of increased CO2 on insect performance are direct
(Pincebourde et al., 2017), it is well-established that herbivorous
insects are indirectly affected by changes in phytochemistry in
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(diapauses in winter), ornithophilic (prefers to feed on birds),
and less synanthropic than molestus, which is autogenous,
stenogamous (mates in enclosed spaces), homodynamic,
mammophilic, and strongly synanthropic (Harbach et al., 1984;
Harbach et al., 1985; Clements, 1999; Gomes et al., 2013). These
differences in ecological, behavioural, and physiological traits
have a strong impact on the vectorial capacities of the biotypes.
As the Anthropocene progresses, the increasing temperatures
and intensification of urbanisation in temperate regions are
affecting the life history traits and distribution of Cx. pipiens
(Ruybal et al., 2016; Figueroa et al., 2020). The effects,
however, are complex and variable, likely due to behavioural
and physiological differences in the biotypes, along with the
variability within biotypes demonstrated across geographical
areas (Ruybal et al., 2016). While needing more investigation,
the regions of sympatry between pipiens and molestus are likely
to increase as the distribution and ecological traits of the
biotypes change with the landscape and the climate, increasing
the prevalence of hybrid Cx. pipiens (Osorio et al., 2014).
Hybrid offspring, which occur in areas where the biotypes
are sympatric, are opportunistic blood feeders, demonstrating
that host preference in Cx. pipiens is heritable (Fritz et al.,
2015). New and ongoing introgression among the biotypes
and hybrids, due to the maintenance and expansion of the
current Cx. pipiens distributions (Brugman et al., 2018), will
likely result in increasing mosquito-human interactions. As this
creates excellent conditions for these mosquitoes to increase their
capacity as bridge vectors of arboviruses from the natural hosts,
birds, to the accidental and dead-end hosts, both humans and
domestic mammals (Chevillon et al., 1995; Fonseca et al., 2004;
Kilpatrick et al., 2007), we can expect the mosquito-borne disease
burden of, e.g., West Nile virus, in the temperate areas to rise in
the coming decades, if left unchecked.
Another example in which increasing temperature may foster
range expansions that eventually may lead to host shifts is found
in conifer-feeding bark beetles of the Scolytinae subfamily (Kurz
et al., 2008; Raffa et al., 2013; Biedermann et al., 2019). Bark
beetles have repeatedly been shown to successfully reproduce in
trees with which they do not share an evolutionary history. This
is likely, in part, attributed to the fact that the naïve hosts lack
coevolved defences, offering little resistance against novel insect
invaders and their microbial associates (Cudmore et al., 2010;
Raffa et al., 2013). In North America, for example, climate change
has facilitated the spread of mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus
ponderosae) from British Columbia (where it primarily colonises
lodgepole pine, Pinus contorta, and ponderosa pine, Pinus
ponderosa) over the geoclimatic barrier of the Rocky Mountains,
into Alberta, where it now infests a naïve host tree, the jack pine
(Pinus banksiana), threatening the entire Canadian boreal forest
(Sambaraju and Goodsman, 2021). Additionally, the warmer
climate has resulted in more frequent attacks of this beetle
on high-elevation whitebark pine (Pinus albicaulis), a keystone
species of subalpine forests that previously was only occasionally
attacked (Logan et al., 2010; Bentz et al., 2015; Raffa et al., 2016;
Sambaraju and Goodsman, 2021).
Abilities to utilise non-native host tree material have also
been shown in the Eurasian species I. typographus. Multi-choice

landscape in which to identify the probable larval habitats of
mosquito disease vectors and employ effective control measures.

Host Range Expansions and Host Shifts
As the distribution of species changes in response to a
changing climate and insects spread into new territories, different
species and biotypes will come into conjunction. Such rangeexpanding insects, as well as insects that are introduced into
new environments by human activities, may encounter a very
different community of species to which they must adapt, in
order to persistently colonise a new region. This can lead to large
ecological consequences and result in changes in host utilisation
and preferences, and as a consequence, to host shifts. One
striking example of range-expansion and change in utilisation
of host plants over evolutionary time is the fruit fly, Drosophila
melanogaster. The ancestral home of the fruit fly is found in
miombo and mopane forests in Zambia and Zimbabwe. During
the 10,000 years since the fly left these forests as a human
commensal (Sprengelmeyer et al., 2020), it has managed to
colonise almost every corner of the planet. An important factor
in the spread has been host plant shifts. While wild flies in the
African Urheimat feed and breed on marula fruit (Mansourian
et al., 2018), flies in the diaspora utilise a wide range of resources.
Understanding the mechanisms by which host shifts occur
under novel selection pressures can aid in the prediction of future
preference changes as a result of anthropogenic pressures. It is
important to explore these and other factors, along with the
generalisability of factors, resulting in an increasing frequency
of host shift in our various model systems. One example of
such a host shift can be found in the ongoing conjunction of
ranges of the two Culex pipiens biotypes and the resulting hybrids
(Ruybal et al., 2016; Figueroa et al., 2020). Other examples can
be seen in bark beetles, in which climate change has facilitated
range expansions and intensified outbreaks, both of which may
lead to the colonisation of novel hosts, including previously
allopatric/naïve tree species or less preferred sympatric trees
within the beetles’ historical range (Cudmore et al., 2010; Raffa
et al., 2013). Recent human-aided spread of insects and rangeexpansion in moth species of the genus Spodoptera, is yet another
example that can provide new knowledge about host shifts
connected to the introduction to new environments and climates.
These species are expected to further expand their range due
to climate change and will then encounter new habitats with
novel potential host plants (Zacarias, 2020). However, little is
known about the effects on host plant choice when colonising
new areas with a different host plant assembly. Knowledge about
mechanisms regulating host shifts can be essential for designing
future control strategies.
The Anthropocene is witnessing host range expansions in
mosquitoes, in which the risk of disease transmission previously
posed by minor disease vectors increases along with the
preference for biting humans. The house mosquito, Cx. pipiens,
is synanthropic, with a wide distribution in temperate regions
(Vinogradova, 2000; Brugman et al., 2018), and occurs as two
behaviourally and physiologically different biotypes, pipiens
and molestus. Biotype pipiens is anautogenous (requires a blood
meal), eurygamous (mates in open spaces), heterodynamic
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behaviour, as larval feeding can induce phenotypic changes on
host plant preference in the adult (Thoming et al., 2013; Lhomme
et al., 2018). Thus, a change in host plant chemistry that changes
both the larval and adult preference hierarchy between potential
host plant species can be an important factor that facilitates host
plant shifts within an environment.

laboratory bioassays using semi-natural bark diets demonstrated
that I. typographus has similar tunnelling preferences for the bark
of its historical host Norway spruce (Picea abies) as compared to
the two naïve North American spruce species, white spruce (Picea
glauca) and black spruce (Picea mariana) (Tanin et al., 2021).
Additionally, beetles preferred bark media colonised by symbiotic
fungi over bark media without fungi, while not showing a
stronger preference for their own fungal associates over the fungi
associated with the North American spruce beetle Dendroctonus
rufipennis (Tanin et al., 2021). Although it remains unknown
whether I. typographus is able to infest these non-native trees
in nature, the existing pre-adaptations, or preferences, may
contribute to the evolution of a host shift should I. typographus
become introduced into North America. Then, associations with
novel fungal communities could evolve, if these fungi increase
beetle fitness in the new host trees (Tanin et al., 2021).
Climate change has also resulted in increased frequency,
severity, and duration of bark beetle population outbreaks,
causing unprecedented landscape-scale forest destruction.
Intensified I. typographus outbreaks will increase the risk of
Norway spruce populations becoming locally or regionally
extinct, which is likely to result in more frequent attacks on
other sympatric conifer species. Indeed, I. typographus has been
observed to attack Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) in its native range
in Europe (Jankowiak and Hilszczanski, 2005; Andersson and
Hansson, personal observations), but with unknown effects on
reproductive success and offspring development. It remains
unclear whether these attacks are spill-over effects from local
population outbreaks or whether pine trees are also utilised
during endemic population densities. Exploring the capacity of
bark beetles, such as I. typographus, to utilise different host trees,
and the associated fitness consequences for the beetles and their
fungal symbionts, is an important avenue for further research
and future forest protection.
Another possible mechanism that can drive host shifts is how
Anthropocene-driven changes affect host plant characters within
an assembly of plants in a habitat. Elevated temperatures and
changes in the concentration of atmospheric gases can have
large effects on plant chemistry. The magnitude of the effect of
CO2 on plant primary and secondary metabolites in response
to anthropogenic changes may differ between plant species and
influence insect feeding and oviposition preference (Zavala et al.,
2017). For example, the defences of C4-plants is predicted to be
less affected than for C3-plants, and this can change herbivory
patterns between the two plant types (Barbehenn et al., 2004).
Such differential changes in plant suitability and preference can
lead to host plant shifts in herbivorous insects and have large
effects on plant-insect interactions and the communities of both
plants and of insects (Robinson et al., 2012; Hamann et al.,
2021). Thus, host shifts may occur among already available host
plants, as these may respond differently under increased CO2 levels. These changes may affect both the innate preference and
preference shifts through feeding experience-driven phenotypic
plasticity. For example, S. littoralis larval feeding preference may
change under increased CO2 -levels (Agrell et al., 2006), which
could lead to changes in feeding patterns between host plants.
Increased CO2 -levels also have the potential to change adult
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INSECT-INSECT INTERACTIONS
Effects on Pheromone Communication
Increased temperatures, emission of air pollutants,
and globalisation may dramatically affect insect-insect
communication systems. Many insects find and choose mates
by means of more or less species-specific sex pheromones, or
in the case of bark beetles, by using aggregation pheromones,
which are also used for mate finding. Closely related species often
use chemically similar pheromone components, but in specific
combinations or in specific relative amounts. While the sender
has to produce a species-specific signal, the receiver needs to be
able to detect it and to discriminate it from allospecific signals.
The evolution of chemical communication is thus the delicate
coevolution of signals with the matching olfactory receptors and
neural circuits, tuned to detect and interpret chemical signals
of potential mating partners. The required specific fit of signal
and receiver bears the problem that even minute chemical
modifications of the pheromones may potentially interrupt
sexual communication. In bark beetles, the commonly used
aggregation pheromone components cis- and trans-verbenol
are oxidised by microbes or by autoxidation into verbenone, a
compound that inhibits pheromone attraction in several species,
especially during the later attack phases (e.g., Brand et al.,
1976; Leufven et al., 1984; Schlyter et al., 1989). In the case of
moths, probably the best studied insect order when it comes to
pheromone communication, long-chain fatty acyl derivatives
with double bonds in specific positions and with specific
geometry are typical pheromone components. The dependence
on double bonds makes pheromone communication in both
bark beetles and moths vulnerable to effects from oxidising
pollutants, e.g., ozone or NOx . To our knowledge, so far only one
study has shown that a pheromone, in this case the well-known
D. melanogaster aggregation pheromone cis-vaccenyl acetate
(cVA), becomes degraded at increasing ozone levels (Arndt,
1995). It will, however, be necessary to repeat similar analyses
with different kinds of pheromones and a variety of ozone and/or
NOx levels to learn whether pheromones in general might be
affected by changes in ozone and/or NOx levels during the
Anthropocene. Depending on double bond configuration and
functional groups, pheromones might differ in their vulnerability
to oxidation. Some might become significantly degraded by
increased levels of pollutants that we are already facing, while
others might be more stable and, hence, not affected by the levels
of pollutants which are expected during the coming century. As
pheromones and mating assays in, e.g., many moth, bark beetle,
and fly species are well-established, future experiments should
clarify whether any of the expected chemical degradations will
result in reproductive problems.
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Finally, climate-induced changes in the distribution and
phenology of species have effects on the olfactory landscape of
the individual species. Species-specific pheromones may have
evolved by selection for efficient mate-finding and reproductive
isolation from species with overlapping distributions. Fast
changes in the distribution of many insects and the resulting
potential interference with pheromone communication of novel
sympatric species may give rise to both character displacement
and character release, and provide us with opportunities to
study selection on communication systems in real time under
natural conditions.

How changes in global temperature might affect sexual
communication in animals was reviewed by Groot and Zizzari
(2019). Relevant information is scarce and our understanding
is consequently limited. Following Groot and Zizzari (2019),
effects of extreme temperatures on pheromone communication
may be divided into effects on pheromone biosynthesis,
effects on pheromone decay, and impairment of pheromone
reception/perception. Females of the potato tuber worm moth,
Phtorimaea operculella, modified the ratio of their pheromone
components when exposed to high temperature (35◦ C) (Ono,
1993, 1994), while in Helicoverpa zea, females produced less
of the major sex pheromone component (Raina, 2003). In
three species of Drosophila, heat stress altered mating and
courtship behaviours, which was attributed to changes in
the composition of male cuticular hydrocarbons involved in
chemical communication between the sexes (Markow and
Toolson, 1990). Temperature effects on the emission of chemical
signals, possibly also altering the ratio between pheromone
components, have been addressed above. Importantly,
such temperature-related effects may have implications for
pheromone-based insect control strategies, as temperature
may also influence release rates and longevity of synthetic
pheromone dispensers.
The pheromone response window of male moths is narrowly
tuned to female pheromone production and release [see, e.g.,
Linn and Roelofs (1989) for a review], but males usually respond
to a wider range of pheromone component ratios than the typical
females in the population release (Löfstedt, 1990). An elegant
series of experiments on the Oriental fruit moth Grapholita
molesta (Baker et al., 1981; Linn and Roelofs, 1983) showed that
maximal pheromone response was dependent on presence of
all pheromone components and that males exhibited maximal
levels of upwind flight and source contact to a narrow range and
doses of the geometric isomers of the pheromone components.
The level of response dropped drastically with slight changes
away from the female-produced ratio of (Z)- to (E)-8-dodecenyl
acetate. A comparative study was performed with the pink
bollworm Pectinophora gossypiella to assess the generality of these
findings (Linn and Roelofs, 1985). Bollworm females produce a
two-component pheromone mixture (61:39) of (Z,Z)- and (Z,E)7,11-hexadecadienyl acetates (Haynes et al., 1984). This species
exhibited a much lower response specificity, responding to a
wider ratio of component ratios and release rates. It turned
out that the difference was due to effects of temperature on
the response windows (Linn et al., 1988). Whereas the original
study on G. molesta was carried out at 20◦ C the P. gossypiella
experiments had been carried out at 26◦ C. When tested at
the higher temperature, the response specificity of G. molesta
was relaxed. Although the blend-dose combination eliciting the
highest response remained the same, the range of combinations
eliciting peak attraction was expanded. Baker et al. (1989) showed
that the temperature effect on male response specificity at the
receptor level is associated with differential rates of adaptation to
the individual pheromone components. What this means under
natural conditions remains an open question, as it has been
shown in many species of moths that changes in temperature may
shift the daily period of their mating activity.
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HOST PREFERENCE IN MOSQUITOES
Of the 3,500 described mosquito species, only a fraction have
evolved to specialise in biting humans and are competent
to transmit human diseases (Clements, 1999). Climate and
human activity affect mosquito-human interactions, an effect
that can be traced back to the onset of sedentary human
settlement at the dawn of agriculture, ca. 10.000 years ago (White
et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2020). Climatic change within the
Anthropocene has strengthened this interaction and is predicted
to severely alter disease transmission (Colon-Gonzalez et al.,
2021) due to decreasing biodiversity and increasing preference
for human hosts as a result of evolutionary pressure (Hoberg
and Brooks, 2015). Current anthropogenic effects on mosquitohuman interactions are predominantly caused by greenhouse gas
emissions and urbanisation (Rocklov and Dubrow, 2020). The
resulting changes in temperature and humidity create urban heat
islands and may alter the onset, duration, and intensity of seasons,
which may be beneficial for mosquito-borne disease (Ligsay et al.,
2021). In contrast, indirect effects of anthropogenic activity may
negatively affect the ability of mosquitoes to locate resources, such
as their human hosts, by interfering with the quality and quantity
of relevant bioactive volatile compounds.
Regional changes in temperature profiles have already, and are
predicted to continue to, alter the composition and distribution
of mosquito species, as a result of the temperature tolerances of
different mosquito populations and species (e.g., Cunze et al.,
2016; Rose et al., 2020). While temperature and other climatic
factors, including humidity and precipitation, may alter mosquito
distribution, human activity appears to be the main driver for
mosquito-borne disease (Franklinos et al., 2019; Rocklov and
Dubrow, 2020). Early human activity modified the landscape,
dividing mosquito populations and creating separate ecological
niches, which was further strengthened through a change in
climate, especially intense dry seasons, that drove changes in host
preference in Aedes aegypti (Rose et al., 2020) and likely other
anthropophilic mosquito species (White et al., 2011). Current
trends in urbanisation, i.e., 68% of the global population will live
in cities by 2050 (UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
2018), are creating urban heat islands, cityscapes with increased
land temperatures, reduced water sources, and limited vegetation
compared with surrounding rural areas. Strategies to mitigate the
effect of urban heat islands, provide patches with vegetation and
water that intensify the association of mosquitoes with humans,
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there will be significant effects. Many of the factors described
above that influence the mosquito-human association interact
with each other, and will likely regulate the future vectorial
capacity of disease vector mosquitoes (Messina et al., 2015;
Franklinos et al., 2019; Rocklov and Dubrow, 2020). Current
modelling studies on the future risk of mosquito borne disease
often omit global changes that are not directly linked to climate
change, limiting their predictive power (Franklinos et al., 2019).
Connecting vectorial capacity models with the broader effects
of urbanisation, greenhouse gasses, and pollutants on vector
ecology has the potential to provide more accurate predictions
of future disease transmission.

thus increasing the urban health burden (e.g., Ligsay et al., 2021).
Species that are adapted to urban areas and have a tolerance for
high temperatures, such as Ae. aegypti and Anopheles stephensi,
are currently thriving in cities and broadening their distribution,
as well as increasing the association with humans and the risk
of disease transmission (Reinhold et al., 2018; Sinka et al., 2020).
Urbanisation may further modify mosquito-human interactions
by directly affecting the ability of mosquitoes to detect and locate
their human hosts.
Locating a human host for a blood meal is dependent
on olfaction (Takken and Knols, 1999). The molecular and
physiological mechanisms regulating the activation and
attraction of mosquitoes to a human host, has received
substantial attention, identifying CO2 in exhaled breath and
salient human body odorants as essential for these behaviours
(Takken and Knols, 1999; Lu et al., 2007; Carey et al., 2010;
Majeed et al., 2014; Majeed et al., 2016; Majeed et al., 2017;
Ghaninia et al., 2019; Omondi et al., 2019). Factors affecting
the olfactory system have the potential to alter the host-seeking
behaviour, and thus change the dynamics of disease transmission
(Cohuet et al., 2010). Transient increase in the background
levels of CO2 , approximate to those predicted for 2050 and 2100
(600 ppm and 1200 ppm, respectively), disorient host-seeking
Culex, but not Aedes or Anopheles, mosquitoes (Turner et al.,
2011; Majeed et al., 2014). Many Culex species have evolved a
preference for feeding on birds, which emit low levels of CO2
that are detected by the acutely sensitive peripheral olfactory
system. Elevated CO2 levels adapt the olfactory sensory neurons
sensitive to CO2 in Culex females and prevent the activation of
host seeking as well as the subsequent gating of attraction to
host odours (Majeed et al., 2017). Given the predicted changes in
atmospheric CO2 -levels over the next several decades, it is likely
that mosquito-host interactions, which have evolved over the last
30–24 million years under CO2 levels similar to current ambient
atmospheric conditions, will be disrupted (Tang et al., 2018).
Mosquitoes are attracted to a blend of salient volatile
compounds released by humans (Takken and Knols, 1999;
Omondi et al., 2019), many of which are derived from the
oxidation of sapienic acid and squalene in sebaceous glands of
the skin (Zhao et al., 2019). A number of these compounds,
including aliphatic aldehydes, short chain carboxylic acids, and
ketones, are prominent ozonolysis products (Tang et al., 2016;
Liu et al., 2021). Rising levels of tropospheric ozone increase
the production of these compounds, which has the potential
to increase the level of human attractiveness to mosquitoes,
a phenomenon still to be investigated. Previous studies have
shown that alterations to the blend of salient human odours by
increasing aliphatic aldehydes increases the attraction of hostseeking Anopheles and Culex females to human odour (Leal et al.,
2017; Debebe et al., 2020). The potential increase in mosquitohuman interactions under elevated ozone levels currently being
experienced in highly polluted cities, and predicted to include
many more regions around the globe in coming decades,
will likely have significant consequences for mosquito-borne
disease transmission.
How the Anthropocene and its attendant climatic changes will
impact vector borne disease is not clear, but it is certain that
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nGICE
The Max Planck Center (MPC) “Next Generation Insect
Chemical Ecology (nGICE)” was initiated in 2020. A MPC is
a collaboration between a German Max Planck institute and
strong collaborators in other countries. The funding and status
is given after a highly competitive, international review process.
Within nGICE, the three partners (the Max Planck Institute for
Chemical Ecology, Lund University, and the Swedish University
of Agricultural Sciences) will use complementary knowledge,
skills, and equipment to address the effects of global change on all
levels of insect chemical ecology through a novel approach. The
three partners complement each other with expertise in different
insect models; herbivores (bark beetles and moths), blood feeders
(mosquitoes), and the best-established insect model, the fruit
fly. This will allow us to cover individual insect interactions, as
well as the evolutionary, ecological, and mechanical aspects in
a forward-looking perspective. By studying these model systems
using state-of-the-art technology, we specifically concentrate on:
1. anthropogenic impacts on olfaction;
2. adaptations and plasticity; and
3. host preference and shift.
A second dimension of nGICE is an ambition to train the next
generation insect chemical ecologists. By concentrating most of
the funding on hiring doctoral and postdoctoral researchers, we
aim to provide a full technological tool box as well as a solid
theoretical foundation to these young scientists, to prepare them
as future leaders in the field.

CONCLUSION
Insects are an integral part of our everyday lives, providing
many indispensable ecosystem services while also competing
with us for resources and spreading disease. As we constantly
modify our environment and cause the emission of different
gases, we change the balance of the chemical communication
in the ecosystem. Flowers and insects start smelling differently,
trees are weakened, geographical barriers are moved and broken.
All of these processes mean that we are facing a new future in
our human-insect interaction. Some ecosystem services might
already be broken or diminished, e.g., when it comes to
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pollination. Geographical areas unused to the presence of disease
vectors face new challenges when new species invade. Forestry
and agriculture face similar challenges. We thus need to adapt to
the new conditions. Hopefully, the ongoing political processes to
ameliorate the fallout of human activities will have some effect,
but still we are facing severe changes in the environment. This
means that we need to increase our understanding of how the by
far most speciose group of organisms, the insects, are affected by
the changes. What is clear from the present review is that we are

just at the beginning of a scientific journey to understand these
effects and that the questions faced are highly multi-faceted. No
factor works in isolation.
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